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Abstract— Social network Services suggest friends to users on 

obtainable data provided by them. The obtainable data might 

not be applicable or ample for friend choice to users in reality. In 

this paper, an addict recommendation for users in social 

network is provided on linguistics basis. Within the existing 

System friends area unit suggested to users supported by their 

fashion, rather than social graph or data provided on social 

network by victimization the sensible technology like sensing 

element wealthy sensible phone, friend’s area unit supported by 

life variety of users from user friendly centrical sensing element 

knowledge that measures the similarity of lifestyle between 

users. In this text mining conception is employed within which 

the users way of life as life documents, discovers the lifestyles 

and data in obtained by latent Dirichlet Allocation rule. A 

similarity metric is employed to live the similarity of modus 

vivendi of various users, and to search out user’s impact in terms 

of life designs with an addict match graph. Once area unit 

request is received friend’s recommends can come back an 

inventory of individuals with highest potential accuracy. We 

have a tendency to implement our friend recommendation 

system on humanoid sensible phones. The performance of the 

system is examined on small scale and high scale experiments. 

 

Index Terms—Friend recommendation, life style, social 

networks. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In past few years, users created friends with every other 

World Health Organization live or work near them, like 

neighbor or work place etc. this kind of friendly relationship 

is named as ancient means of constructing friends or G. Friend 

referred to as   geographical primarily based friends [2]. 

They’re created by geographical distance among themselves. 

With the fashionable technology; increasing demand of 

advancement in social networking sites like FB, twitter &data; 

G+ they need exaggerated the advancement of constructing 

friends. Consistent with the knowledge states on FB. The 

challenge featured with current social network services square 

measure that the way to suggested by a disciple to user. 

Previously, friend’s square measure created on earlier relation 

among themselves. For instance, FB relies on social limits 

among them, World Health Organization friends; 

recommendation is finished to user for friends. However the 

higher than methodology is also appropriate on recent 

search .Based on recommendation system [4] it is enforced on 

good phones or on the present system of social network. 
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Within the higher than cases, friend recommendation system 

helps the users to seek out friends among un-known or similar 

life style is found. In existing life style, we would have many 

activities, which provide the knowledge of our life style.  

During this paper, the word activities is employed to 

produce the action taken by the users like "eating", "sleeping, 

or "typing", the phrase square measure wont to outline the life 

style or lifestyle of user. We are able to produce our lifestyle 

style with live document, wherever linguistics words square 

measure used is determined. The present resolution is 

determined supported by recent techniques found in good 

phones, that square measure in user’s life style. The good 

phones square measure stuffed with an ex-pensive set of 

sensors [7] on the market, like GPS, camera, gyroscope, etc. 

Smart phones are no longer used for simple communication 

but are used to provide rich con-tent & data. This concludes 

that smart phones used for sensing daily routines of people's 

life style. From all higher than observation, there square 

measure still several challenges for good phones supported by 

extracting the user knowledge and friend recommendation 

sup-ported by similarity in life vogue. To beat all challenges 

in this paper, we tend to propose a friend recommendation 

system based on sensor rich smart phones. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

The recommendation system is very important in each field 

of social networking. With the recommendation system the 

recommending things become more popular. Flipkart 

recommends different form of electronic product; household 

appliance etc. Friendbook will help mobile users realize 

friends either among strangers or within a certain cluster as 

long as they share similar life styles. Recommendation 

systems that try to suggest items (e.g., music, movie, and 

books) to users became additional and additional popular in 

recent years. For example, Amazon [1] recommends items to 

a user based on items the user antecedently visited, and items 

that alternative users are watching. Netflix [3] and Rotten 

Tomatoes [4] recommend the film to user with their rating 

accordingly. The recommendation system becomes the 

important part of the social networking and also the web 

application. There are previous friend recommendation 

systems like Facebook, twitter, LinkedIn that suggest friend 

and their mutual friends to every alternative. Matchmaker [8], 

a cooperative filtering friend recommendation system is 

proposed by Bian and Holtzman. This technique is based on 

personality matching. Kwon and Kim [13] proposed a friend 

recommendation method using physical and social context. 

We need to know working of sensors like GPS provides 

knowledge to understand the transportation mode of the users. 

Accelerometer on the smartphones is used to detect the 

transportation mode of an individual. CenceMe [12] used 

multiple sensors on the smartphone to capture user’s 

activities, state, habits and surroundings. 

Friendbook Recommendation Based On Life-style 

and LDA  
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III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Online social networks became necessary hubs of group 

action and conduits of knowledge. fashionable social net- 

operating sites like Facebook, the social news human Digg, 

and also  the activity or practice of making short service 

Twitter have undergone explosive growth. The Facebook has 

approach of recommending friend that relies on mutual friend 

that produces use of friend of friend approach found to be not 

that applicable. 

 

   

 
Figure1. Friend of matching graph 

 

Thus, this driven to create the framework of recommending 

friend with similar activity. With the numbers of active users 

on these sites listing within the millions or maybe tens of 

millions, distinguishing nation with similar interest among 

them becomes a very important drawback with application in 

marketing, info dissemination, search, and experience 

discovery. Recommender Systems are package tools and 

techniques providing suggestions for things to be of use to a 

user. Within the existing system, several recommending 

systems have their own planned framework for assignment 

ranks to the user activities and having numerous personalized 

recommendations. Like Netflix for motion picture 

recommendation, Foursquare for recommending places, 

Facebook for recommending friend supported mutual friends. 

Within which recommending friend supported mutual friends 

isn't that applicable, these are the assorted disadvantages that 

driven U.S. to propose new system. In this paper we have a 

tendency to thought about Facebook for extracting by the user 

details like name, interest, email id etc. and that we have 

analyzed its structure. From our study, perspective one 

amongst the necessary functions of this network is user 

interest. User interest is that the method by that thoughts and 

actions of individual are generated and represented in their 

profile and might analyze thereon to spot his/her life vogue. 

This could be wide accepted in social networks. Hence, the 

paper aims at fulfilling the event of the subsequent system: 

Considering, Facebook profile knowledge, we have a 

tendency to calculate chances of the topics within the user 

document mistreatment LDA model that's considering the 

probabilistic methodology to seek out dominant life vogue 

vector then recommending to the questioned user with 

potential friend whose prices are bigger than bound nominal 

threshold value. Available, attempt the font named pc 

fashionable roman. On a Macintosh, use the font named 

Times.  Right margins ought to be even, not ragged. 

IV. PROPOSED WORK 

The proposed design will be present Friend Seeker, a brand 

new recommendation system for social networks that suggests 

friends to users supported by their life designs rather than 

social graphs. Friend Seeker discovers life kinds of users from 

user-centric detector knowledge, personal interest and 

measures the connection of life designs between users, and 

suggests friends to users if their life designs have high match. 

The planned style can develop a general friend 

recommendation system by mistreatment Latent Dirichlet 

Allocation (LDA) algorithmic rule and friends counsel are 

given to the user. Then propose a similarity metric to see the 

similarity of life designs between users, and calculate users’ 

impact in terms of life designs with a friend-matching graph. 

Upon receiving a call for participation, Friend Seeker returns 

a listing of individuals with most recommendation scores to 

the question user. Finally the planned styles can implement on 

the An-droid-based System or Smartphone’s. The results can 

show that the recommendations accurately return the 

preferences of users in selecting friends. We have a tendency 

to take the bottom design from the paper because the System 

design is shown in Fig.2 for the planned. 

 A deserves of planned System 

 Friend book is that the 1st friend recommendation 

system exploiting a user’s life vogue info 

discovered from good phone sensors. 

  We model the daily lives of users as life 

documents and use the probabilistic topic model 

to extract life vogue info of users.  

 We integrate a linear feedback mechanism that 

exploits the user’s feedback to boost 

recommendation accuracy. 

  

 
Figure2. System design of Friends Recommendation 

V. LDA (LATENT DIRICHLET ALLOCA-TION) 

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is an unsupervised, 

statistical approach to document modeling that discovers 

latent semantic topics in large collections of text documents. 

LDA posits that words carry strong semantic information, and 

documents discussing similar topics will use a similar group 
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of words. Latent topics are thus discovered by identifying 

groups of words in the corpus that frequently occur together 

within documents. In this way, LDA models documents as a 

random mixture over latent topics, with each topic being 

characterized by its own particular distribution over words. In 

this report, we show that LDA is not only useful in the text 

domain, but also in the image and music domain. In particular, 

we discuss algorithms that extend LDA to accomplish tasks 

like document classification for text, object localization for 

images, and automatic harmonic analysis for music. For each 

domain, we also emphasize approaches that go beyond LDA’s 

traditional bag-of-words representation to achieve more 

realistic models that incorporate order information. 

 

 
Fig.3.Bag of Activity/Word 

 

 

VI. IMPLEMENTATION 

A. Experimental Setup 

We square measure implementing mistreatment PHP, and 

HTML and running it on a Pentium – IV with 1GB of RAM 

and two hundred GB fixed disk. The software used is 

Windows XP. The server facet script is written in PHP and 

information creator and connection used is MySQL 5.0. Our 

system included some modules as below: 

 

1. Creation of recent user: Steps to form a user:  

 

a) Open your (a user who has his Facebook account) FB 

account. 

b) At the same time, Open a Graph API explorer (From 

google.com), that displays the token access, user id &data; 

name of the Facebook user.  

c) Click on Get Access Token. 

d) You may be displayed with a get permission window. 

Choose the permissions as per user interests.  

e) Next jump to following module to figure with our Login 

Page.  

 

2. Login Module  

In this module we tend to produce Associate in nursing 

interface to the most login page of the Face-book website 

through our net application login. Here we tend to outline the 

shape for login page of our application and conjointly outline 

the user cookies and sessions to stay the track of the users. 

This module acts because the main suggests that to gather 

each the access token of every user and conjointly for loading 

varied modules of Facebook through Facebook SDK for 

every user asynchronously. Here once a user provides his user 

id &data; watchword (of Facebook). As a response to the 

request Facebook graph API tool can validate user details.  

3. Result Module  

After successful implementation, testing and preparation of 

the project the project’s operating within the user setting is 

recorded because the screen captures which provides the clear 

interpretation of results. The below screen shot provides the 

results of friends being counseled with similar interest the list 

of users is been shown. This can be demo results of 

recommendation. To hold out for all users we want 

permissions provided by the Facebook Developers also 

because the access permissions given by the applying user. 

The target of the system is to supply the association among the 

people with likely minded. The system is tested on varied 

finish users. The system achieved associate potency of 

delivering a possible friend to finish user details is sort of 

satisfactory. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In the paper, we present the implementation and style of 

friend recommendation to the social network based mostly 

upon linguistics technique. In is varied from alternative friend 

recommendation systems and it’s sup-ported by social graph 

in existing social network service. Friend recommendation 

system has the collected from life designs from user specific 

device data on sensible phones and recommendation is 

finished to alternative users on basis of it, if they share similar 

life vogue. We tend to enforce our system on robot based 

mostly sensible phones, and also the performance is evaluated 

on little scale and bigger scale simulation. The experiments 

results show the advice accurately of user’s preferences finds 

the friends. Beyond the existing system, the longer term works 

are often additional extended; 
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 First: We would and assess the system on massive 

scale field. 

  Second: We would implement the life vogue 

extraction mistreatment LDA and also the un-varied 

matrix vector technique in user impact ranking, thus 

friend recommendation would be enlarge on larger 

basis systems. 

 Third: The similarity used for locating the friend 

recommendation. It’d be attention-grabbing to 

additional expand the difference for every edge and 

check for higher illustration on the connection on 

friend matching graph. 

  Fourth: finally we tend to incorporate more sensors 

on mobile phones into the system and conjointly 

additional implement the data from wearable 

instrumentality (Ex: Watch, Google glass, Galaxy 

Gear). 

We additional incorporate friend recommendation sys-tem 

into existing social services (e.g.: FB, Twitter, LinkedIn) thus 

friend recommendation system are often used for all times 

discovery, that ought to be additional improved for 

recommending expertise in future 
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